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Sample Lesson #1

L.7.1b 1. A compound sentence is made up of two or more independent clauses. 
Underline the two independent clauses in this compound sentence.

        The metric system is very precise, and it is easy to use.

L.7.1 2. The pronoun whom, like him and them, is used as a direct object or as the 
object of a preposition.  When used as an object, each ends in -m (whom,  
him, and them).  Choose the correct pronoun.                    

               The director with (who / whom) we worked was one of the best.

L.7.5b 3. Choose word that best completes the analogy.

     truck : pickup :: rock :                             

    cycle                    stone                    granite            tanker

L.7.1 4. Proper adjectives are formed from proper nouns and are always capitalized.

    Proper Nouns:    Proper Adjectives:
    bread from France    French bread      

  Sunday     Sunday afternoon     
  painters from Italy    Italian painters

  Underline the proper adjectives.

A troupe of Irish dancers will be performing Saturday 

evening for the Springfield senior citizens.  

L.7.1 5. Underline the linking verb(s); circle the predicate adjective. 

      All day the weather has been horrible!
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L.7.1 6. Add -ly to these adjectives; write the adverbs below.                          

unbelievable             beautiful      

traditional              perfect     

L.7.1 7. Write the principle parts of the verb see.  Check the Help Pages if you are not sure.
                   

Present Past Past Participle

      

L.7.1 8. The objective case pronouns (me, you, him, her, it, us, and them) are used as 
objects and are in the predicate of a sentence.   
Underline the direct object.  

       Uncle Will brought me to school today.

L.7.1 9. Identifying Parts of Speech: Determine the function of each underlined word in 
the sentence.  Then write the word on the line next to its part of speech.

       Marcus played his drums loudly during rehearsal. 

  adverb                 verb        

  pronoun               noun       

L.7.1 10. Use a conjunction to join these sentences; make a single sentence with a compound 
predicate.

  Justin Timberlake performed with a band called N’Sync.  Justin Timberlake now sings 
solo.
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